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Peek!
VO L.

CLIFFORD DAY A.
CALLED BEYOND
FORMER STUDENT OF THE UNIVER8ITY PASSES AWAY AT
HI8 HOME IN VALLEY.

WAS GREAT FAVORITE

NO. 4

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, FEBRUARY 26. 1914.

X I.

L.STONE SPEAKS
TO BIRTHDA Y CROWD

Editor of the Missoulian Gives Most In
teresting Talk to the Students and
Friends of the University.

PORTRAIT TO BE MADE.
The suggestion of Mr. A. L.
Stone that a picture of Senator
Matts be hung in the University’s
hall was received with much en
thusiasm. Already there have
been at least two offers to fur
nish the desired portrait and it
is expected that the presentation
will be made an important affair
in Commencement week.

PRES. WEIDMAN
IS HIS TITLE
STUDENTS ELECT “SPUD" TO THE
HEAD OF THE A. S. U. M.
BY UNANIMOUS VOTE.

BASEBALL

DOOMED

Courage, unity of purpose and op similar errors and from the other w«.
Association Will Support Only Track
Had Been Elected Track Captain for timism marked the celebration of may gain inspiration and courage for
This 8eason But Did Not At
in the Coming SeasonCharter Day. It was unanimously pro renewed endeavor in the days ahead,
claimed the birthday of a new era; and to which we turn»our faces, confi
tend 8ehool This Term.
Vote Light.
the force of the proclamation left no dently and hopefully. This is true of
room in any mind for doubt.
any birthday anniversary, I believe.
Clifford Day, 21 years old, formerly ! Though no unusual feature marked True of the anniversary of an indi
R. H. Weidman was elected by a
a student a t the University of Mon ithe celebration, the people of Missoula Jvidual, true of the anniversary of a
I unanimous vote on Tuesday to fill
showed a growing interest in the af state, true—especially true—of the an
tana, died a t the home of his father
the vacancy, caused By the resigna
fairs of the institution by attending
in Stevensville today. Death was due formal and informal observances in niversary of an Institution like this.
tion of Paul DOmblaser, in the presi
There is no past which does not con
to a complication of diseases following' unusually large numbers. This, more tain something for encouragement,
dency of the A. S. U. M. A meeting
an attack of pneumonia. The young than anything else, gave foundation for something for inspiration, something to HUNDREDS OF VISITORS FROM : was held on Friday for the presenta
the
hopeful
utterances
made
from
the
TOWN
SEE
THE
UNIVERSITY
man had been 111 for about four weeks
tion of nominating petitions and
quicken the heartbeats as it is men
rostrum and from -law-school lungs.
IN WORKING FORM.
tioned.
“Spud” was the only candidate put
and It was believed he would recover.
Stone Speaks.
into the field.
And so, upon this University Birth
However, a relapse set in a few days
A. L. Stone, editor of The Missoulian, day, we may appropriately, it seems
The voting was also a funeral serv
ago and he failed steadily since that was the speaker of the day. In a clear
Several hundred people from town
to me, take time this morning to look
ice over the hopes of the baseball en
time.
and entertaining manner he traced the I backward in brief review over the in took advantage of the invitation of thusiasts in the school. The question
Clifford Day was one of the best history of the University and then cidents which lie between the institu Ithe faculty Charter Day and visited of baseball or track was up for its
known of University students. He en from this history drew inspiration and tion’s birth and its splendid present, Ithe building and laboratories of the annual settlement, and it was decided
tered the institution in the class of hope for the future. In speaking of j before we turn for contemplation of University. All the rooms were open by a vote of 80 to 62 that track alone
1910, going to the University after the early struggles Mr. Stone intro- I what we confidently expect and be Ian d . every laboratory had all its ap be supported. This was a disappoint
duced a new name to. the students, lieve will be a future yet more splen paratus in use. The visitors were met ingly small number of votes to be cast
one which will always be honored and did. There are names associated with Iat the library by the lawyers and, on a question of such vital interest to
cherished by friends of the institution, the UiUversitv’s nast which will al- [having been decked with cards .yjJver- the snHpol, but the result sceirss to be,
Elmer Dixon Matts: Tn :>6rt. Mr. gtone I vvi/.<l iihiiiilut? lidfr reoOtH~th?sre are
Although there
tising the Law school’s energy and generally pleasing.
spoke as follows:
incidents which shine out as markers promised growth, were shown- the pic- was almost no question as to the pos
A birthday celebration is an occa of progress along the way which has
sibility
of
financial
support
of both
’tures and statuary in that building.
sion for congratulation and for good l been traversed. There are some dark
The University hall was next where teams, the majority of the students
cheer. It is an event which calls for days, but we lose sight of them in the
students were a t work all through the felt that owing to the disastrous bas
optimism and confidence. It is a time brilliance of those other days which
afternoon. The Science hall was per ketball season all the energies of the
for retrospect and for prospect. Upon have always succeeded them. There
haps the most interesting to the visi University should be concentrated into
a birthday we pause and look both are some disappointments recorded in
tors. The shop, domestic science and a first-class track team.
ways. We review the days that are this history of one and twenty years,
chemistry labs, everything was going
Out of the 142 students who voted
CLIFFORD O. DAY
past and we forecast the days which but there are more triumphs registered j
full blast. Down in the cooking rooms the girls had only about 35. The co
are yet in store. In our review of the than defeats.
Sometimes there has was a pretty tea table with pretty eds form just about half of the stu
graduating from the Missoula high past, we find mistakes and progress. I
co-eds serving tea and wafers to alL
dent body and they should show more
school. His parents a t that time lived From the one, we may learn to avoid
(Continued on Page Four)
After this came the Dorm. . This interest in the way their money is to
in Missoula. Soon, Clifford Day, by
building was enjoyed more by the stu be spent.
his pleasant disposition and his ability
dents than anyone else. Charter Day
to make friends, had a circle of ac
is the only opportunity they have to SOPHOMORES ELECT
quaintances that Included all of the
visit the rooms of the girls and most
student body. He tried for and made
SENTINEL CHIEFS
of the men took advantage of. the op
the Varsity football team while a
portunity. Both suites were serving
Freshman and from then on was never
The Sophomore class held an election
out of athletics in the University. He Coming Barristers Advertise Empress and Nonpareil Will punch and some of the girls were mak
ing fudge, Down in the parlor was for the editor and manager of the 1916
was a member of each track and foot
School and Demand
Share Profits With Studes. another
chance to get some tea and all Sentinel. Will Long was elected edi
ball team during the time he was a t the
New Building.
|
Frats Will- Perform.
the rooms were attractive as are ever tor-in-chief and Gregory Powell busi
University. Last spring he was elected
co-eds’
rooms.
ness manager.
as captain of the track team for 1914.
Clifford Day was a member of the
“We Are Going to Have 100 Students
Next Friday is to be A. S. U. M.
Sigma Nu Fraternity and held many Next Tear.”
night. On that evening the students of
college honors while in the University.
“New Building for ihe Law School.”
the University will pack to capacity
He went into the forest service last
Carrying such banners as these and
spring and did not re-enter college this singing a t the top of their voices songs the Empress theater and flood the
fall. His death is mourned by all who specially written for the occasion, the waitresses at the Nonpareil with or
It is with genuine pleasure and the loan during the student’s college
knew this quiet, unassuming, likeable law students of the university yester ders for special dishes. All this be
young man.
day commenced a campaign which will cause the A. S. U. M. will pull down a gratitude that the University an career and for one year afterwards;
nounces
the gift of a thousand dollar but a t the beginning of the second
end only when they have secured what
percentage of the total receipts a t two loan fund from Mr. M. B. Couse of year after the college career Is closed,
they want. They seized upon Charter
Day as the most auspicious occasion houses. The performance a t the Em Butte. This fund is in the form of a interest at the rate of four percent
“THE WEAKLY KAIMIN.”
for the introduction of their battle, press will be headed by a special col scholarship to be known as the Claribel commences. Moreover, in order that
and the hearty manner in which they lege film and between the reels a vocal Leggat Course Scholarship and is in the gift may not be endangered, the
Several of our friends be
opened fire added no little to the ap quartet from the Sigma Nus and a memory of the late wife of Mr. Couse. student is required to take out an in
moaned the fact that the print
The administration of the grift is placed surance policy equal to the amount of
propriateness of the official celebra
stringed instrument trio from the in the hands of the College Club o f: money to be borrowed in some com
ers allowed the name of the
tion of the birthday.
paper to appear as “The Weakly
The lawyers, singing appropriate1Sigma Chi will entertain the crowd. Butte, which organization pledges it pany approved by the College Club of
Kaimin.” This was not a typo
songs, paraded twice around the hall i Mis3 Margery Maxwell will probably j self to maintain, continue and guar- j Butte. Thus, the fund is placed upon
graphical error. The use of the
a sound business basis and its per
and then took seats of honor just be sing a few selections, also. The man antee the life of the fund.
adjective “weakly” was duly
hind the Seniors, whence they rose a t j agement of the Nonpareil has been pre- j The regulations governing the fund j petual existence assured.
thought over and considered be
are as follows: It shall be used for the i It is fitting that some word in ap
opportune times to express their en- ,
fore it went into print. The
thus!asm or to spread their propa- i paring formulae for various appropri education at the University of young preciation of the life of her in whose
staff was badly crippled and we
ate dishes for the evening. These are ; women of Butte. Any sum up to $250 memory this fund is given be presented
ganda.
thought that it was certainly a
Some of the songs, fitted to popular i something entirely new to the people may be lent yearly to such student or to the public. Claribel Liggat Couse
weak affair. But what we start
of Missoula and are guaranteed to students who may be recommended as ] belonged to a pioneer family of Mon
college airs, follow:
ed out to say was that the mis
please. The musicians from the Sigma worthy of the honor by three teachers j tana, her father, John A. x^eggat, hav
One Hundred Students.
take was not a mistake at all
W ant 'em here, want ’em here; one j Nu house will be Bacheter, Sewell, of the Butte high school, such appli ing been one of the earliest citizens
but a cleverly executed joke. All
Tope and Ade. Those from the Sigma cants to be a t least eighteen years of of Butte. She was educated a t Oberhundred Laws next year;
exchanges please notice.
Chi frat will be Ferguson, Molchoir age and graduates of the Butte high |
(Continued on Page Four.)
school. No interest is charged upon)
and OWsley.
(Continued on Page Four)

Y PEOPLE ACCEPT
THE INVITATION
OF FACULTY

LAWYERS HAVE ;A.S.U.M. NIGHT
LOADS OF PEP!
IS FRIDAY

N EW SCHOLARSHIP GIVEN
B Y M .B . COUSE OF BUTTE

2

TWENTY-ONE YEARS.

3% Hreklij JCatmttt
Prounounced "Ki-meen.” This is
word taken from the language ot the
Selish tribe and means writing, or some
thing in black and white.

The University of Montana attained its majority last-Fripublished on Thursday of every weekday. Now, in its twenty-first year, it stands ready to take
Sersuy “Momada.students ot the tJn1- its place among the progressive “grown-up” universities of
Edited by the students taking the the United States,
course in Journalism.
_
.
' subscription rate,'*i.oo in_ advance. ’ The Charter Day exhibitions of new laboratory and gymuusouiafMontanaJ^under ^ “ofTon^ iflasium equipment, of efficient Domestic Science, Law and
of March s, 1879.---------------------— Pharmacy departments; the valuable work of the ExtenActmg Editor
t sion Department in making the influence of the University
Merle Kettlewell........................-....«....’I® . ,, .
,
»
,,
,
,
,
„
,
Managing Editor
felt in every part of the state; the character of the work
Grace Mathe4sMe‘y..fd.!.t0.r...............’i6 being done by the student body—all these things are a
Harold Lansing t!”g..?.d“°.r.......... 'is proof of the effectiveness of the institution as a chief factor
w. Long........ .r ®?6R.erfa< obson...... 'is in higher education in Montana,
E. Stephenson.. '16B.. Hewk .......... ’IB |
„Business
f Fry®
:’17
Our friend,’ the Optimist,’
Manager
r
’ of the Daily
' Missoulian,
0

A. A. Clapper .......................... ......... ’17 L « Vo .
Assistant Business Manager ^
ayo.

‘The University has a standard established and it must
.
' ■
'.
■
-----— live up to that standard; it has, young as it is, traditions
.........
_
.= which are indelibly connected with its very life and which
t h e s p ir it of c h a r ter da y .
must be respected. They have become a recognized part of
its very existence. They make for a higher standard all the
w r ^ - r ^ r j u r o p ^ l w h i l e . through the very principles for which they stand.”
timist. “It was emphatically sounded
This is true, Montana’s standards, traditions, and ideals
high! The University is better able now than ever
young men and women, by entering jbefore to attain these lofty ideals.
Circulation Manager
Bruce Hopper

_

whole-souledly into the spirit of the
day, gave a new and stronger significance to ‘Montana.’ And that is precisely what wi*. spell success at the
University.”
This was, without doubt, the greatest part of the birthday celebration,
this student enthusiasm. But it was
.no more genuine and gratifying than
was the marked interest on the part of
the public; TJie audience at the morn
ing convocation has never been larger
nor more full of sincere concern for
the welfare of the University. The
number of afternoon visitors upon the
campus was a revelation to most of
us. We had never actually realized
how many friends we possessed!
The significance of this? 'Simply,
that Montana need not fear for the
loyalty and sentiments of its suppprters. They made their feeling to
ward the Varsity too evident on Char
ter Day to doubt the strength of their
hope and their confidence in us.
In the words of our early toast:
“THE UNIVERSITY;
IT MUST
PROSPER!”

.

=
1V
"
,
THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW SHOOL.
_jj-----

"

"" *— —
COLD WORK.

'

J.P. Reinhard
104 W. Main St.

Hardware
Crockery
Paints
Harness
Studebaker Wagons

Barber&Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

The only

Roses, Violets, Crysanthemums, Carnations cut
fresh every day at the

That is fair to Kaimin readers
is sold by

MISSOULA
NURSERY CO.

The Polleys Lumber
Company

“The Old Reliable”
Store, Montana Bldg.,, Bell 192
Green House Bell 45

(City saw mllL)
Dry stove length, $4.50 per load
Kindling ............ ...$3.75 per load
Office at the Mill.
Phone 414.

A. D. PRICE

Henley, Eigeman

Stationer
College, Fraternity and Sorority
Pennants. Eaton, Crane & Pike
stationery and all late books.

Short Mill Wood

and Company

Grocers
A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

We notice that the High School track
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
When the spirit of the “noisy in
fant” has been emulated by the entire men have begun outdoor training for
interscholastic.
We
sympathize
with
university, we may have to remove
tbe roof of Main Hall to accommodate them and are praying for warm
our rooters in Convocation, but — weather.
nothlng better could happen to the | One day last week, when the ther
Scandinavian American
mometer registered, several points beIvarsity,
low freezing, a crowd of them were
State Bank
It is perfectly obvious, as President I
mttlng down the car track
MISSOULA, MONTANA
Craighead suggested, that at the pres-| garb suitable to the sunny days of
ent rate of vigorous development this track week. It looked quite like a reGeneral Banking
“child of three years” will a t twenty- , vival of the days of savagery, except
Business Transacted.
•writable giant among the j that any barbarlan would have used
one be
J. Tope, Student Agent
law schools of America.
better judgment.
3 per cent Paid on Sav
A man never enrolls in Montana’s
Bell 606 Red
Ind. 168S
ings Deposits.
Law -school unless he Intends stiff,
506-508 Higgins Ave.
In the meantime,, the lawyers must
j conscientious and effective w6rk. He
emeniber that trh new Woiheh’s
is never considered a true “lawyer” I Building is a portentious rival to their
unless he is full of “pep” and unendini new Law home.
devotion to his department.
Such a spirit working in the Uni
A COMMUNICATION.
versity is enough to keep it thrilled To the A. S. U. M.:
KEY WEST AND DOME8TIC
The large-sized question mark which
with pride and surcharged with un
CIGARS.
Always in the Lead
appeared in the last issue of The Kaiquenchable enthusiasm.
min in place of 'the name of the edi
Pool
and
Billiards
Vaudeville and Phototor-in-chief seems to represent the
MONTANA NOT ALL FROTH.
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
Plays
state of mind of many of the students
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET
Entire Change of Program Sun
THE COUSE SCHOLARSHIP.
A misapprehension seems to exist concerning the same. I wish to state,
CHOCOLATES.
in some parts of the state as to Mon therefore, that because of the unusual
day, Monday and Thursday.
“Meet Me at Kelly's”
The Charter Day Announcement of tana’s real character. Some people ly heavy work which I am obliged to
Florence Hotel Building
No Vaudeville on 8unday.
the course scholarship made in detail believe we were all for society down carry in making up my work, I last
elsewhere in this issue has established here; that we dance much, play more, week tendered my resignation to the
a precedent.
Executive Committee.
and study little.
We hope that on Charter Days to
I wish, also, to thank the members
Of course, the people who think that
come announcements may be made of don’t know us—nor the school. Prob of the student body for the honor they
For a Cup of
similar scholarships and loan funds ably they have never even visited on have conferred upon me by intrusting
endowed by ’men and women of the the campus. And undoubtedly they to me the editing of The Kalinin.
state awake to the value of college have either never heard or else have
KATHRYN JANE SUTHERLIN. j
training for its young people.
never realized the fact that out of the
The Couse fund of $1,000 w ill, give
All students registered here 1-4 were
future students who attempt to edu
Go to
cate themselves invaluable aid. It is Honor Roll Students. That Is, over
Pays 3 per cent Interest
a mighty good example to set the peo half their work was of A or A plus
quality and in no subject had they
ple of the state.
on Savings Deposits.
fallen below B plus grade.
This
proves,
doesn’t
it,
that
there
PORTRAITS OF OUR PRESIDENTS.
The presidency of the University of
are serious-minded people at the Uni
Idaho, vacant for some little time, has
The valuable offers so •generously versity of Montana?
Besides, consider the success with been filled by the appointment of Dr.
THE
made by the artists to paint and
Melvin A. Brannon, former dean of
present to the University a portrait of which the lawyers pass their bar ex
WESTERN MONTANA
the
college
of
liberal
arts
of
the
Uni
Senator Matts, upon whom Mr. Stone aminations. There are no social but
NATIONAL BANK
versity of North Dakota.
bestowed the name of "Father of the terflies in that aggregation!
Dr. Brannon has been most favor
University of Montana,” calls up the J
-----------— —--------fact that of the “fathers” who have
We enjoyed watching the Sigma Chi ably spoken of by prominent educators
CAPITAL . .
. . . *200,000.00
followed this pioneer, the memory of Iand Sigma Nu Freshmen clear side- everywhere. “He unites three great
SURPLUS .
. . . . 50.000.00
only one has been handed down to us walks Monday night. The fraternities lines of excellence,” says an Idaho
in portrait form. A splendid paint- | deserve praise for their wise utiliza- paper, “for the presidency of a Uni
G. A Wolf
. President
ing of the first president, Dr. Craig, tion of the youngsters’ unfailing versity—high scholarship; proved ex- j
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier
ecutlve and administrative power; and j
is owned by the University. But more energy.
the highest character, expressed in a ^
than that, the institution should pro-------------------------cure a portrait of every president who
Montana is a true University. It winning and forceful personality. He
Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
has occupied its executive chair. By makes no attempt to be both a pre leaves behind him in North Dakota a
j great constructive record, and will en- I
so doing the University would be en- j paratory school and a college.
105 South Third
Apprenticed
mechanic, make- of boots
i
ter
upon
a
greater
career
in
his
greatriching its already romantic early tra-------------------------Chili Soup
Tamales and shoes to order.
ditions and would be handing down to
The article concerning church dor- |er field here.”
NO FACTORY WORK
posterity something more valuable
The University of Idaho is to be con- j
itorles deserves attention here at
Original and Guaranteed Work. Give
HAUGEN'S CAR
than the ivy-covered walls which the | Montana, It might help us solve our ! gratulated upon its good fortune in seUs a Trial.
older universities boast of.
dormitor problem.
curing Dr. Brannon.
Corner W. Front and Stevens Sts.
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.

T he Butte
Cleaners

NEW PRESIDENT
FOR IDAHO

BIJOU THEATRE

Owen Kelly

The
First National
Bank

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

The Coffee Parlor

Kellogg Paint
Company

Wall Paper
Paints
and Glass

CHILI PARLOR

U N IV E R S IT Y S O C IE T Y

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

GRACE MATTHEWSON
Kent- Carpenter.
University students and friends in
Missoula will be Interested in bearing
of the wedding of Miss Fay Kent to
Mr. Floyd G. Carpenter which took
place in Helena on Thursday evening.
The bride attended the University in
1909 and 1910. Mr. Carpenter has
lumber interests in Minneapolis and
Canada. After an eastern trip Mr.
and Mrs. Carpenter will be at home
in Bstravan, Canada.
Birthday Dinner.
Miss Corlnne McDonald celebrated
her birthday on Sunday afternoon at
dinner a t her home on South Sixth
street east. The decorations and fav
ors suggested George Washington.
Covers were laid for Mr. and Mrs. F.
A. McDonald, Mrs. Bertha Thurston,
Misses Gladys Freeze, Hazel Hill, Alice
Hardenburgh, Leila and Corinne Mc
Donald and Cecil Thurston.
Miss Cothron Hostess.
Miss Helen Cothron entertained at a
spread in her room at Craig Hall on
Wednesday evening, on the occasion of
her receiving a box from home. A
white cloth on which the fried chicken
and other delicacies were placed was
spread on the floor. A green shaded
lamp shed a romantic light on the
party which included Misses O'Don
nell, Birely, Willoughby, Duncan,
Leary, O’Flynn, Murr, Mathewson,
Sutherlin, Saner, Anderson, Lyman,
Sinclair, Gillette, Metlen, Rector, Gil
liland, Uline, Webber, Donober, Stub
blefield, Railsback, Ingham, Brown.
Miss Simpkins Hostess,
Miss Nell Simpkins entertained at
a delightful party o>) Wednesday even
ing a t her home on Brooks street.
Cards, music and dancing furnished
amusement for the guests who were
Mrs. Hylen Smurr, Misses Bernice
Kemp, Gladys Roberts, May Hunicke,
Ruth Woodford, Alice and Kate Napton; Messrs. James Simpkins. Norman
Streit, Clarence Cook, LeRoy Lebkicker, Frank Howarth, Milton Mason,
Dr. T. T. Rider, Yoeman, Claude and
Ed. Simpkins. At a late hour a pret
tily appointed supper was served.

Alumni Dance.
The dance given by the Alumni As
sociation a t the gymnasium on Friday
evening formed a fitting close to the
Charter Day Celebration. About fifty
couples enjoyed the excellent music
furnished by the Missoula Club Or
chestra. The committee in charge of
the arrangements included Stella Dun
can, Massey McCullough and Thayer
Stoddard.
Miss Harmon Hostess.
Miss Cora Harmon was hostess.at a
| birthday spread on Saturday evening
IThose invited to enjoy the box from
home were Misses Ruth Metling, Mabel
Lyden, Florence Carney, Helen Wear,
IAmy Brusven, Florence Lynch, Mae
[Pope,
Florence
Lemmon, Evelyn
Stephenson.
Birthday Party.
Miss Dorothy Donohue celebrated her
birthday on Thursday evening. Danc
ing and storytelling and delicious re
freshments were enjoyed by the guests
who were Misses Dixon, Cyr, O'Flynn,
Donohue; Messrs. Stone, Brown, McPhail, Collins, Flaherty, Roberts.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

FINE STATIONERY

Miss Gillette’s Spread.
Miss Helen Gillette was hostess at a
box from home spread on Monday
evening a t her room in Craig Hall. The
sumptuous repast was placed on a pret
tily appointed table. Mis3 Gillette's
guests were Misses Buckley, Donoher,
Sutherlin, Rector, Skinner, Pope, Lem- j
mon, Webber, Stubblefield, Ingham,
O’Flynn, Hatch, Cothron, Mevor, |
O’Donnell, Maclay, Pride, Boldt, Met- j
len. Beck, Stephenson.
Delta Gamma.
The members of Delta Gamma en
tertained at the home of Mrs. Haviland
on Saturday evening. Music, cards,
and dancing were enjoyed and cleverly
appointed refreshments were served,
The favors and decorations were appropriate to Washington’s Birthday,
The party included Mesdames Bonner,
Polleys, Haviland, Misses Book, Wear,
Harmon, Wilde, Carney, McLaughlin,
Metling, Brusven, Simpkins, Lyden;
Messrs. Bonner, Polleys, Havilana,
Simpkins, Connor, Yeoman, Buck,
Cameron, Fisclil, Bailey, Clements,
Baird.

When writing letters nice stationery is an Important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

M IS S O U L A D R U G C O M P A N Y
HAMMOND BLOCK

r

”\

UNITED
CLOTHES
SHOP

j

j
j

We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.

Ed. Craighead Host.
j
The Craighead home was the scene
j
of a most enjoyable party on Saturday
No more $15.00 No less
evening. The time passed pleasantly
j
with cards and music, and delicious re 
j
freshments w ere' served. Mr. Craig
Equal to Others at $25.00.
1
head’s guests were Misses Birely,
j Your inspection invited.
Tabor, Saner, Murr, Webber, Mathewi
son, Uline, Blrdsall, Duncan, Willough
by; Messrs. Smead, Armitage, Baxter,
PEERS & WHITE
Powell, Craighead, Sewell. Streit, Heil
314 Higgins Avenue
For Mr. Bushnell.
man, Busha.
Members of the cabinets of Y. M. C.
A. and Y. W. C. A., entertained a t din
At Luncheon.
ner at the Coffee Parlor on Saturday
Mrs. A. N. Whitlock entertained for evening in honor of Mr. Bushnell, sec
Kappa Alpha Theta at luncheon at retary of the Student Volunteer Move
one-thirty on Saturday. Place favors m ent At a specially arranged table,
COTRELL
of cherries and candy cocked hats and [covers were laid for Misses Marion
other decorations suggested W ashing Duncan, Bernice Selfridge', Marie
AND
m m r -m
ton’s birthday. At prettily appointed Siedentopf, Jessie Lease, Gussie Gil
l
LEONARD
tables covers were laid for Mesdames liland, Helen Smith, Vera Pride, Flor
Wilcox, Lucy, Reinhard, Bonner; Mis ence Shull, Elizabeth Lewis.- Dr. Trex-’
1* Albany, N. Y.
p i S
ses Birely, Duncan, Saner, • Uline, | ler, Payne Templeton and the gue3t
fgpjSaH 1 Makers of American
Freeze, Lyman, Gilbert, Hardenburgh. Iof honor, Mr. Bushnell talked inter
Jones,
Buse, McDonald, Rhoades, estingly and informally on matters
University
Caps,
Kettlewell, Brown and Brusven.
concerning the Student Volunteers.
Gowns and Hoods.

j r

rai

K aim in F in an ces
The following I3 the report of The
Weekly Kaimin for the past semester
and up to Feb. 24, 1914, of the present
semester:
Expenditures.
Mlssoulian .................................... .$617.20
K. Jones, for mailing paper..... . 54.80
.55
Express on Kaimin to Fair.......
P. O. deposits.................................. 15.50
Bureau of Printing..................... 12.75
Stamps, for letters, mailing, etc.% 15.27
Street car tickets....................... . 14.05
Office supplies............................ . 11.55
8.50
J W. Lister........................ J........
Telegraphing Utah Aggies (I2.38
Smith) ................................. ....
Cash, Mis. Not recorded............ . 25.68

Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
At the Maclay Ranch.
Miss Helen Maclay had as her week
end guest a t her home in Lolo, Misses
Helen Gillette, Corinne McDonald,
Helen Boldt. Miss Maclay was host
ess a t a sleighing and dancing party
on Saturday evening in honor of her
guests.
Messrs. Harry Ade and Joe Seybert
visited Messrs. Holmes and Lamar
Maclay.

Resources. Liabilities.
Bills receivable............. $ 60.28
Cash on hand...............
8.05
Bills payable ...............
$159.65
Present indebtedness .... *91.32

$159.65 $159.65
The above statement shows a pres
ent indebtedness of $91.32. However,
of the $91.32, there was $15 of last
year’s account to the Mlssoulian which
we had to pay. During the months of
January and February there is a de
cided decrease in advertising, and as a
result the expenses of The Kaimin
iexceed the receipts.
| With the coming of spring, there will
be a great deal of advertising from
Total ........ ..............................$778.23 the merchants announcing their new
goods, and The Kaimin thU3 expects to
Receipts.
University of Montana............. ...$247.38 make up this deficit In a short time.
From advertising—Sept. .......... .. 38.05 I The Christmas number of The Kai
Oct. .....-..... .. 138.67 min was a loss, owing to the extra
Nov.............. .. 114.63 amount of work that the Mlssoulian
Dec. .......... .. 126.33 put on the paper in preparing the twoJan............... .. 121.24 color pages and the extra copies gotFrom subscriptions __ ____ __ .. 85.50 j ten out. It must be taken Into conI sideratlon that we are paying $6 more
T o t a l____ „ . . . ~___ ____ ..$821.20 per 500 copies this year than was
charged last year, and it takes much
Trial Balance.
$ 47.75 more advertising to meet the expenses,
Cash on hand Oct. 15, ’13
60.28
i
If there is anything th at anyone
Bills receivable
821.20 1would like to have explained. I will
Cash received __ ____ _
8.05 j be glad <0 go over the books at any
Cash on hand a t present
1time which may be convenient.
..$778.23
Expenses
(Signed) A. A. COPPER,
... 169.65
Bills payable
Manager.
$937.88 $937.88 I Feb. 24, 1914.

Girls Entertained.
Friday night the girls of the Uni
versity Basketball team entertained
Ithe Philipsburg girls’ basketball team.
[After a visit to the Empress the girls
[and Coach Mustaine were welcomed
1in the cooking department of science
Home Made Bread,
1hah.
Here a few members of the
!team had prepared a lunch for «the
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,
ivisitors and the victorious team. Dur
ing the evening Mrs. Macleod gave
Cookies
and Doughnuts
several readings. President Craighead
| expressed his appreciation of the good
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
work of the girls.
Bell 415. 531 So, Higgins. Ind.1687
Those of the visiting team present
[were: Mrs. Irving, Montana Williams,
[Eva McDonell, Edith Schoonover, Vir
ginia Belllvien (Capt.), Marie Durfee,
IPauline Johnstone. Our people; Mrs.
IMacleod,
Miss
Edmunds, Misses | GENERAL ELECTRIC 8UPPLIE8
Thompson Pride, Tabor, Dennis, I Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
Jacobson, McGilton, Hemerick, BandBells, Batteries, Etc.
318 Higgins Avs.
jmann, Dr. Craighead and Coach Mus- I Both Phones
1talne.
1 After the lunch the Philipsburg girls
were entertained at the Alumni dance.

Royal Bakery

J. A. Cavander

Dr. Asa Willard

'empress'
T O D A Y ’S P R O G R A M

2 Reel D om ino Feature 2

“Mystery Lady"
This charming subject is a
stirring tale of the gallant days [
of old, of romance and roses and
cold steel, when fortune and
glory were carved by the sword
and daring deeds performed for
the smile of a lady fair.

“The Orange Bandit”
A distinctly unique and novel
comedy-drama, featuring Dena
Martell and Billie West.
j

.J

Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Blook
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont,

116 West Cedar
Bell Phone 909
MISSOULA.

Missoula Hotel
Jas. A. Walsh. Mgr.
Steam Heat
Eleotrio Light
Electric Bells and Telephones in
All Rooms.

| Student Photographer
New Location 138 Higgins

Ward Studio
European.

H. L. Shapard, Prop.

HOTEL SHAPARD
Missoula, Mont.
Private Baths.
Steam Heat.
Hot and Cold Water.
Cafe and Bar.
We sell Missoula REAL E8TATE
and write FIRE and othe** classes of
INSURANCE.

W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
Phone 212.

Missoula. Mont,

Osteophathic Physician

F o r, good shoe repairing, students
see us, The
Rooms 118, 119, 120, 121
. Delta Gamma pledged Amy Brusven,
j
2nd
Floor
First
National
Bank
Bldg.
j ’16, of St. Paul, Minn., and Eleanor
| Simpkins, '15, of Missoula on FebruWe are dispensers in all
lary 24.
1Bell 370 Blk.
322 N. Higgins Ave.

NEW METHOD
j Shoe Repair Factory

| Kappa Kappa .Gamma announces the
[ pledging of Jessie Railsback, '15, of
| Billings on February 24.

Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
Goods

iWe Make a Specialty of

THE LEADER

Picture Framing

“Economists to the People.”
i Prof, and Mrs. Carey had as their
guests at dinner on Sunday Mrs. Kemp, i Bureau of Printing for work that
[ satisfies, gains recognition and an at! Mrs. Macleod and Miss Edmonds.
; tractiveness that predominates. Phone
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS. 466.

McKay Studio
Higgins Block.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.

4
say that the friends of the University even teacher or coach or trainer with LAW SCHOOL MEN
TREXLER LECTURES
have unfaltering confidence when they something of its own fire. We should
ON ORIENTAL LIFE
HAVE
MUCH
PEPPER
have
such
team
work
here
as
would
take this look into the future. The
people of Montana are with President make us everything that we should be
Craighead in his ambition for a great and that we hope to be.
(Continued From Page One.)
PROFESSOR GIVES INTERESTING
(Continued From Page One)
Mg
______________ ___
| er- university and they are one with
Conclusion.
TALK CONCERNING THE REbeen a little ground lost, but always , him in his purpose to make this an in
To have them around and all about,
- •LIGIONS IN THE EAST.
it has been regained and the slip has stitution at once worthy of the name of j Twenty-one years is not a great
whether short or slim or tall or
Incom e only an Incident. Invariably, University and of the name of Mon- age, compared with the venerable years
stout;
of
some
of
Montana’s
sister
institu
^wben the balance has been struck, it
Want ’em here, want ’em here, got to
“Christianity is no better than Mo
tions in the east. But years some
has showed upon the side of better
have them all next year;
hammedanism in the Holy Land” is
The
Students.
times
bring
senility
instead
of
inspir
ment.
You can tell the bunch we’re going to
But I have not yet touched upon ing veneration. We stand here this
the conclusion of those who heard
Elmer D. Matts.
get
morning in the. flush of youth—this
Professor Trexler’s lecture on PalesW-H-A-T ?
Sgjirhere is one name which in my the Chief strength of the University,
University has this week entered upon A brand-new building you just bet,
| tine, Sunday night in the Presbyterian
mind is always intimately associated it has taken me, perhaps, a long time
the years of splendid development Want ’em here, want ’em here, got to
-with the birth of the University of to get to it, but I have not yet named
Church. In fact, Mohammedan Turk
the greatest influence which is at which follow twenty-one. It glories
have them sure next year.
•Montana. Elmer D. Matts was a young
ish soldiers are kept garrisoned in the
in those traditions of the past which
The Law School.
ijjawyer when he was chosen to repre- | work, shaping the future of the Uni
versity of Montana, the influence, are worth anything-—for they are its Oh, what’s the matter with the law | Holy Land, to keep the Christians
’sent Missoula county in the state sen
from
fighting.
own, jt heritage common to all Ameri
school?;
ate of Montana. He went to the state which means everything for good or
! Professor Trexler spent some weeks
cans; It lias none of the burdens of !
for
ill
in
the
years
ahead.
More
than
She’s
all
right
oapitol with one pledge to his con- I
the past to bear. -Its record lies ahead; Oh, what’s the matter with the law jin this locality and the material for
stituents and that pledge was to se faculty, more than president, more
Ihis lecture was not obtained from
it is for you, the students, to write I
school?
cure for this city, if possible, the loca than friends on the side, more than
books. He spoke' of the five Christian
that record. The future of the Univer
She’s all right.
tion of the State university.
How buildings and equipment, the students
Iraces in Palestine. The Greek and
sity is in your hands. To the honors We love our profs; you bet we do.
well he fulfilled that pledge you need of the University, of this University,
have in their hands the progress which it has attained shall be added other We study too hard; vour’re right we Roman Catholic, Abyssinian, Coptic
.•but to look about you to understand.
and Armenian.
One of the main
honors; to the laurels already won
do.
As soon as he had reached the capitol will lead to the near-attainment of the |
shall be added other laurels and they Oh, what’s the matter with the law points brought out by Professor Trex
ideal
which
we
hold
for
this
institu|
in Helena,. Senator Matts formed the
ler was the filthy and immoral condishall never fade. Were I to counsel,
school?
•up'ongest alliance he could in further- tion. And' I say this advisedly.
Itions of all the people. This accounts
When we find a good apple, we are I would say, only, persevere. Remem
She’s all right
:;ance of his purpose. . That alliance
for the great amount of blindness
ber that, above aU, you are Ameri- |
The Lawyer’s Hymn.
was successful. It is not necessary certain to accept it as evidence that
cans; and remember that you have We want a hundred students next Sep among all classes. In some places the
here to review the details of the mem- it was a good -tree which produced that
| streets were piled as high as the walls
apple. “By their fruits ye shall know special advantages as Montanans.
tember taking law,
^qrable debate which preceded the final
Priceless heritages, traditions, memo To study torts and contracts and to with refuse and garbage. Many Jews
Metion, a debate in which the young them” is a maxim as old as the hills
accumulate merely enough money to
ries are yours—the example and the
wield the axe and saw
Missoula lawyer led with brilliant and as reliable. The increased ap
inspiration, the hope and the courage, To build us that new building that was get back to Jerusalem to die, increas
skill and impressive eloquence. It was preciation of the University through
ing the poverty of the already desti
these are yours here upon this Mon
promised by our Prex,
one of the great forensic battles of out the state—a pleasant symptom
tana campus. And there is the prin- I So we’re going to get that hundred or tute city. The Mount of Olives is the
this state’s legislative history. Matts which cannot be mistaken—is due in
only beautiful spot around Jerusalem,
be a bunch of wrecks.
won against heavy odds. He resisted no small measure, I am sure, to the cipal which embraces all these, which
the rest of the country being arid.
groups them and envelops them.
(Chorus.)
'•'influence in every form; he put aside men and women who have gone forth
The lecture was thoroughly appre
Cherish that and defend it. Let Mon- I We are, we are, we are, we are sons
tem ptations which few young men from this University and, by their
ciated by those in attendance.
tana mean to you everything that is
of Montana Law;
fpould have resisted; he spurned prof ability and their fitness, have borne
good and everything that is noble and We are, we are, we are, we are sons
fered wealth and position. When I testimony to the excellence of the work
Prof. Ayers will speak on "Socialism”
done here. While it is true that it is everything that is true. Fix your stan
of Montana Law;
say this, I know whereof I speak.
dard that high; make that your ideal; We’re going to get that hundred and downtown Sunday afternoon.
Ill But he did not swerve and it is to not possible to make a racehorse Out
Proxy's building, too,
' his credit—almost alone—that the of a plug, it is also true that the support it with unity of purpose and
advance it ever with diligence. I And if he won’t come through for us For Lunches and Homebirth of the University of Montana speed of the racehorse lies as much in
know you will. I know that time will
we’ll raise an awful stew.
Was not tainted with the slightest dis- his willingness to go as in his training.
. Made Pastry see
see the student body here round out a
Honor. It stood as the outcome of one
Our Ideal.
glorious course of defense of free
of the Montana legislative deals which
Now here we have our ideal set. It thought, of right politics and of that They took us from the garret with its
countless stairs untold,
was honorably made and honorably is “A Greater University.” Union with
112 East Cedar
kept. Some day, I hope, the portrait this student body implies the accept Montana which is; our ideal. I- look They put us in the cellar where it’s
forward to it and I salute it with con
mighty damp and cold,
of Elmer Dickson- Matts will have a ance of that ideal, and toward its a t
fidence. For I believe its realization We’re trying to raise one story, but
$>lace upon the walls of this institution. tainment, we as students here must di
is not distant and I believe that be
are unable to succeed,
He it was who won the University for rect earnest effort. We must be ear
cause I know you and because I trust So we struck for a new building, new M. F. Nesbit,
Joe Sibert
this location and his integrity it was nest in study, earnest in athletics, ear- J
: building is our need.
which- preserved the University’s scut nest in recreation and as jealous of | you.
Agents
(Chorus.)
cheon without a stain. He was a son the reputation of the University as
of Wisconsin; he is dead now. But I is a man of the fair name of his |
Attention, Faculty!
he left this institution a record of in mother.
LAW NOTES
NEW SCHOLARSHIP
tegrity which may well be cherished
LET
Comes then, as a second essential,
as one of its priceless traditions.
T-he slogan above was adopted by the
unity of purpose. You may call this
GIVEN UNIVERSITY Pettitt, Newlon and Gage
“esprit de corps” or “school spirit”--- j Law school Charter Day and from now
A New Chapter.
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
That is a chapter of the University’s . whatever you will, it is the same thing. on will be much used. This slogan
(Continued From Page One.)
history which has not often been told. It is the irresistible force' which we will be tasted and sung in every stu
I doubt if there is one member of this Sometimes designate as the pull-to dent body gathering, banquet, or social lin College, where she graduated in
student body who has ever heard gether. There is nothing which it will affair. It is the intention of the Laws 1905, and upon her return to Butte
For Finest Meats
Matts’ name mentioned. I have ven not accomplish when it is properly to make this slogan so well known I took an active interest in a.11 educa
Give us a trial
tured to tell it this morning, because directed. And there is no such place that the instant the "oldest inhabitant” tional movements. She was a charter
it seems to me and has’always seemed for its perfect development as in a or the youngest Frosh hears it its sig member of the College Club and was 529 South Higgins Ave. Both phenes
to me, that it should be told. I wanted student tody, whose members are fired nificance and meaning will be con connected with other social and educa
to tell it while he was yet alive and by the same zeal, inspired by the same veyed. Students writing home will tional organizations; but, above all
while he was under a cloud of mis purpose and quickened by the same mention it, and in different ways the else, she was a homemaker and a re
slogan will Work its way into every fined womanly woman worthy of emu
representation and misunderstanding, ideal.
It is applicable to every line of stu home in this state. In this manner lation by those who shall henceforth
Busha, Student Agent
but he would never give me the per
mission. Always, I told him I would dent activity. And it must stand be every progressive person in the state receive the benefits of this gift in her
PHONE 48.
of
Montana
will
take
interest
in
what
j
hind
every
line
of
student
endeavor,
memory.
teii «t some day and now, though it Is
this
department
is
trying
to
do
and
by
or
that
endeavor
is
not
worth
the
uni
It
is
hoped
by
the
University
that
tardy, I have done what I can to set
Well—Well—Well—Well
right the record of this man, who may dertaking. If a class in English is es this means half of the big battle will the example set by Mr. Couse and the
MAXWELL
College Club will be followed by other Looks well—Runs well—Wears well.
well be called, the father of the Uni- | tablished here, it must have school be won.
spirit back of it or it would better not
individuals, associations and cities of Supplies, Storage, Repairing, Welding.
versity Of Montana.
. We stand this morning upon the be started. If a basektball team is
The idea is to . get a .new building Montana, and that this is but the be
CHICAGO GARAGE
threshhold of another year in the Uni organized here, it must have the solid anyway possible. It’s not the inten ginning of a series of special funds
Missoula, MonL
support
of
the
students;
there
must
be
versity’s history. As we turn from
tion of the Laws to beat the girls or *'so genuinely needed by the institution.
the look backward, to the long look victims willing enough to form a squad boys out of their new dormitory. It is
GEORGE MILLER,
ahead, we stand behind a new leader for second-string purposes, to be bat our earnest desire that their wishes strolled into the smoking room and
in university affairs. President Craig tered and bruised for the glory of the be fulfilled. But this department does chanced to hear four prominent men
The Barber
U.
If
there
is
a
debating
team,
it
head represents yet another ideal in
not intend to sit .around until the discussing the “New Montana Law
the list of those which we must en would better never be formed if it has | aforesaid buildings are acquired before School.’?, .
Under
the
First National
There | waging our campaign. We firmly be
tertain if we are to move forward. If not school spirit behind it.
Bank Building
South Dakota has heard of us, also.
this -institution is to progress to the must be a magic in the word Varsity, lieve that if the people of this state
future which we hold for it, we need a a magic which calls into action every can be shown that a new dormitory
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
DEBATE JUDGE.
forceful, courageous director. 4-nd I fiber of student being. Otherwise | and a Law building are both badly
never question that we have such an there cannot be University success. needed there will be no hesitancy on
SHINES
Professor Holliday goes to Billings
School Spirit.
executive. Today, the University a t
their part to support the legislative
at the
Friday to judge the Miles City-Bil
In the University of Montana there j provision for such buildings.
tains its majority. It is twenty-one
lings Interscholastic Debate.
He
years old. It passes today from in Should be such intense school spiri*
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor .
fancy into maturity. It possesses tra  as no other school knows. I never | The Law School is a state institu will probably lecture in Ballyntine
317 Higgins Ave.
Chairs for Ladies
ditions which are priceless and possi Cross this campus that I do hot think j tion, therefore we expect to go before Saturday night.
bilities which are boundless. And I j of the contrast there is between this the Bar Association and plead for
EXTENSION WORK.
speak as one whose interest in th e ! site and that of any other institution Isupport thera
STEIN & MITCH
Montana’s
University has ben constant and whose that I know, anywhere.
TAILORS
Mrs. Reynolds, in the University exfriendship has been sincere, whose only school spirit should be spontaneous;
Our Utah Introduction.
tension, went to Pony Wednesday to All work made by us is guaranteed for
regret is that the service I have been it should not wait for the suggestion
-------read before the woman’s clnb, and to •Style and Fit, First Class Workman
able to render among all 'those who of teacher or of coach or of trainer.
ship.
One of the Varsity debaters en route judge a declamatory contest in the
have done so much, -has been limited It should sweep along the students
j Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
by ability and not by desire, when I here with a rush which would inspire !to Salt Lake via the Oregon Short Line, local high school.

A. L. STONE SPEAKS
I TO BIRTHDAY CROWD

QUICK LUNCH

|Model Laundry Co

j

| Riverside Market

j FLORENCE STEAM
LAUNDRY

MONTANA

PLEDGES

GOES

WORK HARD ON SLU8HY
WALKS.

TO

TANGLE
M. A. C.

WITH

S P O R T S

HOORAY

T ID-B I T S

FOR THE .VALIANT CO-ED
TEAM.

FROM

THE PEN OF THE
w. k. s. e.

“PEG” LANSING

L A D IE S T R I U M P H
O V E R T H E “B U R G ”

Sulphur Smoke from the
Hell Gate

iFRAT PLEDGES WORK
CLEANING SIDEWALKS

INJURED PROFS
IN LAW SCHOOL

GOATS DO GOOD WORK AND MAKE ;
DRY PATH FROM HOUSES TO
I The sporting editor of the Daily MisProfessors in Library Base
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS.
Isoulian fittingly described the officials
BY WONDERFUL WORK THE COment, Including Ayer,
EDS TRIM THE PROSPECTS OF |
_
Iat the girls' basketball game. "Kay
All Crippled Up.
THE P-BURG GIRLS
Collins looked very sweet as a referee. I All any Freshman needs is a little
| He wore a particularly charming blue initiative. If you don’t believe this
E.
STEPHENSON
IT Basketball Team Leaves to sweater with trousers to match (or notice how clean the walks on Univer Several prominent members of our
nearly so), some striking hose and sity avenue are. The fraternity men Law School have sustained serious in
Redeem Basketball Hopes [the conventional rubber shoes. ‘Shorty’ ] no longer suffer with wet feet and juries to* various appendages, prehen
After Being Removed and Inserted
of the School.
Whistler umpired but kept safely away colds as a result of their diligent at- sile and otherwise, which noticeably
Again the Young Girl Brings
Home Bacon.
I tendance at classes. There is dry side deteriorates from the general impres
from the firing line.”
On Friday the University basketwalk from the Sigma Chi and Sigma sive appearance of this infant in our
Too bad, baseball! We did all we Nu houses to the campus. On Mon midst
As an added attraction to our visi I ball team will take another wop at
This promising institution is now in
tors on Charter Day, the girls’ basket ; Bozeman. It is true that they just re- [could for you. Don’t get the sorehead day 13 goats, armed with picks and
ball team played the girls’ team of i turned from a disastrous trip into land join the anvil chorus. Pretty shovels, attacked the four blocks of the limelight so it is only fitting that
Philipsburg. Having lost a game in Utah, but don't put too much dope on
I snowy walk. Urged by their elders and these liabilities should be noticed, dis
Phillpsburg the University girls en | their showing wh'le away from home. ~trong music out 'here now.
cussed, analyzed and expatiated upon
by suggestions of well rewarded labor, at this time. Let U3 proceed: Dame
tered the game with blood In their [ The games they lost may be the stepI It’s hard to write up a girls' basket i (Or lack of labor), these 13 unshorn Rumor has it that professor Leaphart
eyes. They played hard during the pingstones to victory over the Aggies.
whole game but were behind until | During the five games it is certain that ball game. Conventional phrases don't II billie; made the snow fly. It is sur- he of the scholarly stride and enigma
[apply, such as "They tangled in the j
tic mien, met with an accident to his
their final rally made the score 20 to 18. i they picked up some valuable basketIcenter of the floor,” and “for a rough- |j prising how fast a Frosh can work central metacarpals while sheering last
! if he has the proper impetus. (This
The first quarter was the fastest I ball knowledge.
Ihouse game it wa3 a dandy."
week with one of our fair co-eds.
l impetus can be applied externally).
period of the game. Although out [ The team do not expect to beat the
Moral—always wear rubbers.
played the Varsity co-eds held the ' Farmers, but that will not hinder them | There was a poor turnout a t th e ',
Professor Ayers of the same de
Philipsburg team 4 to 3. This lead was
Igirls’ game. We hope no one will get j
partment sustains a nebulous and
held at the end of the first half, both
the foolish impression that a co-ed
nameless affection near the region of
teams adding four points to its score.
| game isn’t worth watcnmg.
the first cervical vertebrae, atlas. Also,
The second half resolved into an en
his knee has been stiff for some time,
durance test with the odds in favor
I Philipsburg had a small and pesti- i
(to resort to the common venacular).
of Philipsburg. In the last quarter
lently insiduous rooting force. Contact I
with the score against them the VarProfessor Neff met with disaster at
with other 3 cannot change some. They , Freshman
Rescues
Young
»ity girls ‘began to creep up. In a few
the time of the last blizzard, when
are always "just off the acres."
Child from Cruel Disas
minutes they had a lead of five points.
the cold caused a congealment of the .
ter in Brave Manner.
Everyone thought we had the game
permanent cartilage of his left auditory
We hate to do this but "Pank” I
on ice but philipsburg only played the
lobe.
wishes to be mentioned as the master
harder. In the last few minutes of
The same professor is recovering
mind in the movement for clean side
Take
off
your
hats
to
Wingfield
play they shot three baskets. Ju st as
walks. No need of mentioning who Brown, Freshman.
Yep, that’s the from a dislocation of one of his left
the crowd settled back to console
the menials were.
real name of our Wink. The reason of metatorsals, as well as an affection of
themselves for another basketball de
this dicer doffing is that the kid from the synovial fluid near the knee-joint.
feat a foul was called on Philipsburg.
The track men have turned Out well P-Burg is a hero. This is no bull,
We deeply sympathize with the law
Miss Pride tied the score on the free
so far. “Keep at it,” says the coach. we’re handing out, it’s straight. Last faculty in these, their undeserved af
throw. Time was called and a few
“Don’t quit now, 'w ait until warm Friday, while Brown was standing on flictions, ana hope and trust that they
minutes of rest before the final go was
weather, a t least. You may be like a the corner of Higgins and Front, a will emerge from their tribulations un
piloted.
hot weather pitcher, who can o n ly , horse, dragging a buggy minus the scathed.
Then came the most exciting bit of from Rowing all they have in the ef- work when it is 90 degrees above."
front wheels, came dashing wildly
playlng that has been seen in our I fort. The Aggies have it on us in
down the thoroughfare. In the buggy,
gym for a long time. Finally after a weight, speed, and coaching, but we
Nearly time for the tug-of-war. Poor crouched between the dash&oard and
clever play. Miss Stevenson threw the still maintain th at the Varsity will Frosh! That water is cold and deep,
the seat, lay a mere child, frightened
winning basket We have at last won I out-fight Bozeman in any kind of so get busy and practice.
and crying for help. Down the street
a victory in basketball, even if it did | athletic activity. So a fighting chance
came the maddened animal and every
take the co-eds to do it. The score I[is the real thing when we go against I This is poor weather for the shortone called to everyone else to catch
tells the rest of the story.
the Farmers. Certainlj re will do our j course men. They had a fine time at the horse. All were afraid. When the
One of the best teams in the north
sufficient
■
best,
and
if
that
isn’t
w
e’ll
j
j
m
Bonner’s
party
last
Saturday.
Montana.
runaway reached Front street it turned west was beaten by Bozeman last Fri
hand
it
to
the
Aggies.
j
Nothing
but
rubber
keeps
out
snow
west and Brown took after it. Fran day. Reports show that the Aggies
FI. G. Fd. G. Pts.
Players—
4 j water.
2
Williams, c. ...............—. T
tically he tore behind the running must have been going at top form. The
Thompson (capt.), c.... 0
3
6
2
*
*
*
*
6
1
horse until he had overtaken it and score of the first half was 9 to 8
I
McDonald,
f.
...............
10
3
Pride, f. ....................... 4
6
j
We
are
going
to
get
a
notebook
and
0
3
1
Bellivlew,
f....................
seized the bridle. Lifting him from against them. Then the superior team
ip......
|
.......
0
0
Dennis, f.
0 1
0 will guarantee a better column in the his feet the horse ran on for a few play of the Aggies began to tell and
0
o
7 01
'0 IDurfee, g....................... 0
3 • 6 future.
, ... 0
feet but Wink was too much. It was the game ended 29 to 16. It will be no
4 Johnson, g..................... 0
Stevenson, g
forced to stop, the child was laved, soft job for us to beat that Farm er
18
j
Among
those
who
spent
the
week9
crew.
and Brown was a hero.
Totals ....................... 0
20
8
Totals ................. ...... 4
12;
Philipsend.
a
t
home
were
Miss
Irma
Wilson
Free throws—Montana,
Philipsburg.
[and
Miss
Agnes
Sandstrom.
Players—
FI. G. Fd. G. Pts . 1'burg, 8 .
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MONTANA OFF
FOR BOZEMAN

“WINK” BROWN
REAL HERO

FARMERS PLUCK
GONZAGA

f

'll

Union Market

Students Notice
CLEANING AND PRESSING
“Nothing we can’t clean.”
University patronage so
licited.

T he

BOTH PHONES
Boll 117

Ind. 431

130-132 Higgins Avenue

Chas. Borden, Propr.
■■-v'—; ~ ~ —-----— ---------- :-------

“How Is Your Coal Pile?"

Home Plate

The Perry Coal
Company

Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigaratto, Tobacco and
Candy. Beat billiard and pool
tables in town.
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
Ind. 725

Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty

8ee Our Fine Display of Poultry

Pantorium

103 W. Front St.

J.D. Rowland

Meets your meat needs.

J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.

Paint Often
Works Wonders
In covering defects—an athletic
implement may look pretty, and
the cheaper It Is, generally the
prettier it looks. All Spalding
athletic implements are made
primarily for use—good looks are
secondary. Catalogue free.
Spalding Catologue Cent Free.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
|

110 E. Cedar _

Phones 662

711 2nd Ave.

Seattle, Wash.

______________________________

114 East Main Street
Missoula,

Montana

Hoit-Dickinson Piano
Company

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

E L E C T R IC
COOKING
T h e G lean W a y
Missoula L ight and Water
Company

Blankbooks and Stationery

LISTER’S
Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Fine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main St.
Missoula.

THE WEEKLY KAIMIN
SENIORS SHOW LIBRARIAN H A S ^ I |$ COMPLETED
CAP AND GOWN BIBLIOGRAPHY |
One of the happiest events of the
Charter Day was the Senior swingout. Always it is the custom for the
fourth-year people to appear in their
caps and gowns on this day for the
first time. After the assembly had
gathered in University hall the Seniors
marched in, clad in their bldck robes
and scholars’ caps. They were met
with applause which had hardly sub
sided when strains of “Hail, Hail, the
Gang’s All Here,” floated, into the
room. Soon the band appeared. The
Juniors, not to be outdone by their
elde'rs, appeared in ridiculous dress
following the class musicians. Each
man had on a foolish costume while
the girls had on their coats with the
front in the rear and each one marched
backward. They were a great hit and
it was possibly the most successful
SWing-out that the school ever had.

FACULTY MEMBERS
DRAMATIC READERS
'"■Montana’s faculty has received an
additional honor in the placing of Mrs.
Reynolds, Mrs. Macleod and Miss
Stewart upon the approved 8 list of
dramatic readers by the Drama League
of America. This news is appreciated
especially by the public speaking stu
dents and those taking part in the
University plays.
LECTURE COURSE,
s l Friday evening Professor Rowe will
;lecture in Assembly Hall on “Mon
tana Before Man and After.” This
Will be the fifth number of the Ex
tension Lecture Course.
According to recent statistics, 78 per
cent of the youngest officers on the
Pennsylvania railroad are college grad
uates. Of the hundred next youngest
officials 60 per cent are college men.
An interesting comment on the in
creasing demand for college men in
public life.

Miss Buckhouse Prepares
Catalogue for Use of
High School Students.

PLAY

U. OF M. CATALOG
IS NEARLY READY
ANNUAL BULLETIN OF SCHOOL IS
ALMOST TWICE As LARGE
AS EVER BEFORE.

Tuesday, Feb. 24, the Y. W. C. A. met
in Craig parlors, Miss Ruth Cronk
conducted the meeting. She chose as
The 1914-15 catalogue of the Uni- her subject, "Charity,” and read from
versity of Montana,' which is to be the thirteenth chapter of first Corin
printed in March, will De about twice thians which treats of that -subject;
as large as the last annual catalogue She also read the little poem, “Three
which appeared May, 1913. Complete j Gates of Gold,” which expressed the
same idea as did the Bible reference.
information on the following depart When the leader called for remarks,
ments will be arranged in the order several people responded readily to the
named: Colleges of Arts and Sciences, invitation. The subject was one which
Graduate, School of Forestry, School came home to all. A very earnest and
of Music, School of Law, School of interested spirit pervaded the entire
Pharmacy, Summer School, Biological meeting. All who were present received
Station, Extension Department, Cor an inspiration.
respondence Department and Bureau
Several University people attended
of Public Information. Department
Bulletins on Forestry, Pharmacy and the Delta Sigma Dance at Fort Mis
Commerce and Accounting will soon soula on Saturday evening.
be ready for distribution.
Bureau of Printing for classy work.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS. Phone 465.

DRAMATIS PERSONAE IS NOW
An extensive bibliography contain
READY AND REHEARSALS
ing the sources of material oh the
HAVE BEGUN.
question, "Shall the United States Re
tain the Philippines,” has been pre
pared by Miss Buskhous, librarian of
"Trelawny of the Wells,” is con
the University of Montana, and will be sidered-one o f Arthur Wing Pinero’s
furnished to the Montana high school most lively and entertaining pieces. As
team, which are to compeat in the in- I the work of this playwright never lacks
terdistrict debating contest.
vim and dramatic Interest, high ex
The bibliography is composed of 18 | pectations are being held of this par
mimeographed pages, containing refer ticular play to be given under the di
ences to several hundred books, peri rection of Mrs.«vAlice Macleod.
odicals, and government publications,
When first produced at the Lyceum
that will aid prospective debaters on theater, New York, in 1898, Mary
the above question.
Mannering appeared in the leading
This bibliography was not printed feminine role of Rose Trelawney. Many
in the University Bulletin, as was other well-known actors and actresses
the bibliography of the “Minimum appeared in the original- cast. The
Wage” question, as it was not made 'play is not a simple one by any means,
known until after the bulletin was but under Mrs. M'acleod’s careful train- I
printed that the interdistrict question ing can undoubtedly be made a bril
would be different from the question liant dramatic production.
used in the preliminary try-outs.
The story is laid in the early sixties.
In yeasr previous the same question The costumes and staging of the play
was used for both the preliminaries will adhere closely to the modes of
and finals.
that period, which are unusually quaint I
and bizarre.
NO ATHLETIC WRITERS.
Mrs. Macleod has held several re
__
hearsals this week and has the cast
With the penalty of disqualification well started on the diligent work which j
from the intercollegiate contest, the will be necessary to get the play ready I
Princeton athletes will be prohibited for production next month.
from writing articles on football games
The members of the cast chosen by
for the newspapers.
Comments’ on
Mrs. Macleod are:
athletics will come from the board of Rose Trelawney..............................DianaUline
control, the final authority which made
Avonia Bunn............Evelyn Stephenson
the ruling. This has been a result of.
Mrs. Telfer.......................Beatrice Taborj.
the clash over summer baseball.
Imogen Parrot.................... Grace Saner
Mrs. Mossop.............:........... ..May pope
PROF. AYERS.
Miss Trafalgar Gower....Eunice Dennis
Clara de Foenix__ ____ Patsy O’Flynn
Professor Ayers of the Law Depart- Tom Wrench..............
GregoryPowell
' ment i lectured before the Missoula
Ferdinand Gadd........................... ArthurDennis
high school students on “The Advan
James Telfar.......................Harry Shug
tages of Law As a Profession,” on the
Augustus Colpoys
Percy Stone
!afternoon of Thursday, February 26.
Sir Wm. Gower_______ Colin Clemens
Arthur Gower................Merritt Owsley
Mr. Ablett..................................... ..JamesBrown

WALLACE HIGH SCHOOL
= P L AYS-

~

MISSOULA HIGH SCHOOL
F r id a y even in g, February 2 7 , 1 9 1 4
A t the Varsity Gymnasium, 8:30 p. m.
Be th ere, if you w a n t t

see a n exhibition of fa s t b a s k e t ball

ADMISSION, 35c

I ---------- T H E - ------- i

Metropole
Our Specialty^ is

Fine Hair Cutting
Thomson & Marlenee
Corner Basement at Nonpareil
140 North Higgins Ave.

Picture Frames
Art Goods
Simons Paint and
Paper House
12 Higgins Avenue

A-S-U-M

DANCE
Saturday, Feb. 2 8
Varsity Gymnasium
Genl. Admission, $ 1 Students, 50c

H. H. Bateman
and Company.
D R U G S , BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
337 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Ind. 1655

jcROUCH TALKS |
TO STUDENTS!
At Convocation Wednesday, Rev. Mr.
Crouch of the Methodist church spoke j
on “The Lost Book.” His talk was
given over mainly to the. stating of in
teresting facts concerning the Bible,
which most of the .students had never |
heard before. At the conclusion of his I
interesting speech he urged all the stu- I
dents to become better acquainted |
with the book and read it thoroughly.!
The appearance of the much-her- |
aided song books .was an interesting
feature of the weekly gathering of the
I students. They are fine books and the I
I students were asked to treat them with
care. President Craighead gave the
I basketball1 team an Informal send-off I
I when he wished them success and j
urged them above all things to play
clean ball. He also welcomed the con
quering ,. debaters on behalf of the |
1 faculty and students.
PRAYER MEETING.
Tuesday, Feb. 24, at 7:15 o’clock a
short prayer meeting was held in
Craig Sail by the Y. W. C. A. mem
bers who live at the Dormitory. Tues- I
day, March 3, at 1:05 o'clock a short
prayer service will be held In room 14
of Main Hall. All woman of the Unij versity who care to attend. are corI dially ' invited to be present.

GIRLS MEETING
INTERESTING

T he Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
shop exactly what they require. The men who
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
understand the real art of printing. This is why
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the care used in the selection of material. We
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
ected. We are sure that we can please you.

Missoulian Publishing Company
West Main Street, Missoula.

HOT A N D COLD LUNCHES
At Moderate Prices at

The Nonpareil Confectionery
136 Higgins Avenue.

“O N Y X ”
Silk Hose, 50c, $1.00,. $2
All colors

Mapes & Mapes
Missoula

Mont.

For Up to the Minute
CLOTHING, HATS,
CAPS AND
FURNISHINGS,
SEE

L IN K ’S
125 Higgins Ave

1

______

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK

A N O K A » !

ARROW

^C O LLA R
C lu o tt, P eab o d y & C o ., I n e . M ak e rs

CAPITAL................. ?200,000.00
SU R PL U S................
50,000.00
Officer®
J. M. Keith . . . . President
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
A- R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
R. C. Glddlntgs, A sst Cashier
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

i ■

